Reserva Natural do Estuário do Sado
ABOUT

Reserva Natural do Estuário do Sado
The River Sado is born in the Serra da Vigia, near Beja, and winds its way across the plains of the Alentejo, travelling
180 km north until they flow into the sea near Setúbal. The river’s estuary commences close to Alcácer do Sal, a
highly fertile humid zone, where the landscape is marked by rice fields, cultivated in platforms, and nests of white
storks, perched on top of church towers or electricity pylons. This elegant bird always chooses the highest places in
order to build its nests and is one or 200 bird species that inhabit the Sado Estuary, which has been declared a
Nature Reserve and a zone of special protection in order to protect the species.
The most friendly local inhabitants and symbol of the Nature Reserve are the dolphins. It's rare to find them in
Europe, freely swimming in their natural habitat, but there is an important colony of dolphins in the River Sado, who
are known locally as “roazes-corvineiros” (gnawers of corvine fishing nets), because they gnaw at fishing nets and
primarily eat corvina sea fish. Don't miss the opportunity to go on a boat trip and observe several examples of these
playful mammals.
The protected area has great natural riches that man can use to his benefit, including cork oak groves from which
cork is extracted, pine groves, whose pinenuts are transformed by skilled hands into highly appreciated regional
desserts, and the now defunct salt pans, which were of great economic importance over many centuries.
The fish salting tanks that can be seen in Tróia, in the Roman ruins, vestiges of an ancient production practice. With
white sand dunes and tranquil waters, Tróia is an excellent beach resort that may be used as a starting point in order
to discover this beautiful region.
Contacts
Website:

http://www.icnf.pt/portal/naturaclas/ap/r-nat/rnes

Characteristics and Services
Signposted routes
Park area: 23.160 ha.
Altitude: Máx - 36m; min - 0m
Accommodation facilities available

Other information
Tradicional Country House Accommodation: Carrasqueira A Cabana do Pai do Tomás CCI n.º 3700 Carrasqueira,
7580-613 Comporta Phone: +351 265 532 996/ 79 - Fax: +351 265 539 663 E-mail: acabanadopaidotomas@milandancas.pt www.mil-andancas.pt/pages/cabana/
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